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Adapted for hot, dry deserts 
 Herbivore: thick, hard lips mean it can eat any plants – even 

those with thorns 
 Spits when threatened 
 Can run up to 40 miles per hour 
 Long eyelashes and nostrils that prevent sand getting into eyes 

and nose 
 Wide feet which are heat resistant 
 Very hairy ears which are sand resistant 
 Sandy-coloured body. 
 Between 7 and 11 feet tall, with very long legs  which keep 

body away from hot sand 
 Can store food reserves in hump 
 Can survive without food for about 6 months 
 Can drink as much as 100 litres of water in 10 minutes – they 

are the fastest drinking mammal 
 

Adapted for burrowing and hunting 
 Large, powerful claws can grab and hold prey 
 Similar colour to its surroundings 
 Flexible armour-like shell 
 Stinger on a flexible tail that injects poison 
 Stung prey cannot move 
 Can survive freezing temperatures 
 Can survive on one meal per year 
 Burrows into the ground 
 Eats insects, small lizards and mice 
 Moves very fast 
 Nocturnal – hunts at night and sleeps in the day 
 Carries baby scorplings on its back 
 If very hungry it will eat its own young! 
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 Adapted for water and ice
 Cannot fly  
 Excellent swimmer – can reach high speeds to exit the water 

quickly 
 Colouring helps hide it in water as it looks white like the sky 

from below but dark like the water from above 
 Sleek shape with wings which act like paddles, and web-shaped 

feet to push through water 
 Carnivore: it has no teeth so swallows fish whole 
 Some male penguins can make milk for their chicks in their 

throat 
 Waterproof feathers 
 Blubbery skin insulates from cold 
 Live in large groups called colonies and take care of their 

young in groups 
 Huddle together to keep warm and take turns going in the 

middle! 

Adapted for hot, dry grasslands 
 Long necks make them the tallest animal in the world (up to 18 

feet tall) 
 Herbivore: they can reach leaves other animals can’t 
 Calves (baby giraffes) grow up to an inch per day 
 Coat’s colours match its environment 
 Requires hardly any sleep, taking five minute naps four times a 

day 
 Can survive without water for a long time as it eats acacia 

leaves which contain a lot of water  
 Travels in a group 
 At watering holes it take turns to drink or watch for predators 
 Can run at 35 miles per hour 
 Has a long tongue which curls round thorns 
 Sticky saliva coats thorns before being swallowed 
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Adapted for sea and hunting 
 Rows of sharp teeth which are always being replaced 
 Flexible powerful jaws 
 Sleek shape 
 Eyes roll inside when it attacks and bites prey 
 Carnivore: can swallow large chunks of meat 
 Dorsal fin provides balance  
 Small swimming movement which saves energy 
 Very sensitive to the smell and taste of blood in the water 
 Will eat almost anything 
 Lays eggs in a strong, rubbery pouch called a purse 
 Tough, thick skin with no scales 
 Has a very flexible skeleton 
 Very intelligent and naturally curious  
 Becomes very aggressive when threatened 
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